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Abstract
Phased array antennas are becoming increasingly popular in communication and broadcasting satellites because of their inherent advantages of beam reconfigurability. For wide angle scan application an accurate analysis of the array antenna including mutual coupling effects is very important. In this talk we present the Floquet modal analysis procedure for analyzing periodic phased array antennas. The talk begins with a discussion on the relevance of Floquet analysis with regard to a scanned beam array design. Effects of mutual coupling on the performances of an array are discussed in details. It is shown how Floquet analysis can be employed to analyze a finite array with arbitrary amplitude taper including mutual coupling effects. Design examples of patch and horn arrays are presented. Method of analysis for multilayered array structures with different periodicities is presented and applications of such structures in phased array antennas are discussed. Accuracy of Floquet model for small finite arrays is discussed. Examples of on-board array antennas in modern communication satellites are shown.
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Bhattacharyya, K.A. (2012) Floquet Modal Based Analysis of Finite and Infinite Phased Array Antennas. Macquarie University and IEEE Joint Lecture. has been cited by the following article. Then, this work indicated how Floquet analysis can be used to study a finite array with uniform amplitude and linear phase distribution in both x and y directions. To modelize the proposed structures, two formulations were given in a spectral and spatial domain, where the Moment (MoM) method combined with a generalized equivalent circuit (GEC) method was applied. Radiation pattern of coupled periodic antenna was shown by varying many parameters, such as frequencies, distance and Floquet states. In this talk we present the Floquet modal analysis procedure for analyzing periodic array structures. The talk begins with a discussion on the relevance of Floquet analysis with regard to a scanned beam array design. Effects of mutual coupling on the performance of an array are discussed in details. Advanced Horn structures for Reflectors and Phased Arrays. In this talk we present an overview of various types of feed horns that are commonly used in single and multi-beam reflector systems and direct radiating arrays. The presentation begins with a discussion of smooth wall horns with single and multiple apertures, their operating principles, applications, advantages and their design procedures. Keywords: Modeling, Antenna, Array, waveguide, Global Method, Floquet, GECM. Abstract. In this study, we propose a new formulation based on a global method to model a rectangular waveguide array as antenna. Our method consists to combine the method of moment (MoM), the generalized equivalent circuit method (GECM) and Floquet modal analysis. Looking for rigor, simplicity and rapidity, we repose always on the simple discontinuity in an open rectangular waveguide. Floquet modal analysis to modelize and study 2-D planar almost periodic structures in finite and infinite extent with coupled motifs. Progress In Electromagnetics Research B, 62, 63-86. FULL TEXT PDF.